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Sonde-based climatologies of tropospheric ozone (O3) are vital for developing satellite 25 
retrieval algorithms and evaluating chemical transport model output.  Typical O3 climatologies 26 
average measurements by latitude or region, and season.  Recent analysis using self-organizing 27 
maps (SOM) to cluster ozonesondes from two tropical sites found clusters of O3 mixing ratio 28 
profiles are an excellent way to capture O3 variability and link meteorological influences to O3 29 
profiles.  Clusters correspond to distinct meteorological conditions, e.g. convection, subsidence, 30 
cloud cover, and transported pollution.  Here, the SOM technique is extended to four long-term 31 
U.S. sites (Boulder, CO; Huntsville, AL; Trinidad Head, CA; Wallops Island, VA) with 4530 total 32 
profiles.  Sensitivity tests on k-means algorithm and SOM justify use of 3x3 SOM (nine clusters).  33 
At each site, SOM clusters together O3 profiles with similar tropopause height, 500 hPa 34 
height/temperature, and amount of tropospheric and total column O3.  Cluster means are compared 35 
to monthly O3 climatologies.  For all four sites, near-tropopause O3 is double (over +100 parts per 36 
billion by volume; ppbv) the monthly climatological O3 mixing ratio in three clusters that contain 37 
13 – 16% of profiles, mostly in winter and spring.  Large mid-tropospheric deviations from 38 
monthly means (-6 ppbv, +7 – 10 ppbv O3 at 6 km) are found in two of the most populated clusters 39 
(combined 36 – 39% of profiles).  These two clusters contain distinctly polluted (summer) and 40 
clean O3 (fall-winter, high tropopause) profiles, respectively.  As for tropical profiles previously 41 
analyzed with SOM, O3 averages are often poor representations of U.S. O3 profile statistics. 42 
 43 
1. Introduction 44 
 45 
1.1. Ozone Climatologies 46 
 47 
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Since the 1960s, the global ozonesonde network has provided a comprehensive O3 dataset 48 
of increasing spatial coverage and density, as well as recent quantification of short timescale 49 
processes such as pollution transport (e.g. Cooper et al., 2011) through campaign-based networks 50 
(Thompson et al., 2011).  Campaign sonde networks also capture the evolution of stratosphere-to-51 
troposphere exchange (STE; Holton et al., 1995; Lin et al., 2012) events.  STE greatly affects the 52 
O3 profile shape on short timescales with pronounced O3 and potential vorticity correlations in the 53 
upper troposphere (Danielsen, 1968; Rao et al., 2003).  Ozonesondes provide the highest vertical 54 
resolution measurements of O3 available from the surface to above 30 km, at accuracies as high as 55 
±5% (Komhyr et al., 1995).  For these reasons, ozonesondes are the preferred reference 56 
measurements with which to compare chemical model output and satellite O3 profile and column 57 
retrievals. 58 
There have been efforts to establish global O3 climatologies for comparison with model 59 
output and satellite measurements.  These studies have relied heavily on the global ozonesonde 60 
network, using climatology as a baseline for trends (Logan, 1985, 1994; Logan et al. 1999, 2012; 61 
Oltmans et al., 2006, 2013), O3 distribution in latitudinal bands (Stevenson et al., 2006), and 62 
climatology for specific regions (Newchurch et al., 2003; Tilmes et al., 2012) including the tropics 63 
(Thompson et al. 2003a,b; Thompson et al., 2012).  Climatologies from ozonesondes and satellite 64 
retrievals in the stratosphere have also been developed to increase accuracy of total column O3 65 
integration from ozonesonde profiles (McPeters et al., 1997; McPeters and Labow, 2012).  Model 66 
and satellite performance is judged primarily on replication of seasonal variability at one location 67 
or region, particularly in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS; e.g. Considine et al., 68 
2008). 69 
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Recently, Tilmes et al. (2012) assembled a global O3 climatology from 42 ozonesonde sites 70 
from 1980 – 1994 and 1995 – 2011.  Their analysis separated the stations into 12 regions that 71 
exhibited similar O3 probability density functions (PDFs).  They demonstrated an application of 72 
the climatology via the improvements in CAM-Chem (Lamarque et al., 2012) model simulations 73 
that used derived stratospheric O3, as opposed to a monthly and latitudinally invariant stratospheric 74 
O3 climatology.  There are many processes however, such as synoptic-scale wave dynamics, which 75 
can cause significant deviations in the profile from a typical O3 climatology.  Thus, an investigation 76 
into these processes is performed using a technique that tends to classify O3 profiles according to 77 
meteorological conditions and other influences on tropospheric O3 profile shape. 78 
 79 
1.2. Ozone Profile Clustering 80 
 81 
 Two studies in particular set a precedent for clustering ozonesonde profiles.  Diab et al. 82 
(2004) classified over 100 ozonesonde profiles launched from late 1998 – 2002 from a subtropical 83 
Southern Hemisphere Additional Ozonesondes (SHADOZ; Thompson et al., 2003a) site, Irene, 84 
South Africa.  Their analysis yielded 6 clusters including distinct “background” and “polluted” 85 
clusters, containing well below, and well above average tropospheric O3 mixing ratios.  Diab et al. 86 
(2004) also found a cluster containing 48% of all profiles, which could not be ascribed to a 87 
particular meteorological regime, season, or source region.  They labeled this cluster as 88 
representative of “typical” Irene O3, arguing that the representative cluster is more informative and 89 
descriptive of Irene O3 than a mean profile because it is not influenced by extreme values and is 90 
not necessarily confined to a particular season.  Their clustering analysis also allowed 91 
identification of STE/low tropopause height O3 profiles, the majority of which occurred during the 92 
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Southern Hemisphere winter, when influences more characteristic of the mid-latitudes, namely the 93 
subtropical jet, frequently affect Irene. 94 
 Jensen et al. (2012) performed a cluster analysis on over 900 tropical ozonesonde profiles.  95 
They employed self-organizing maps (SOM; Kohonen, 1995), which have been used as a 96 
clustering algorithm across many disciplines, including several recent meteorology and climate 97 
studies (Hewitson and Crane, 2002; Hong et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2006; Nowotarski and Jensen, 98 
2013).  Jensen et al. (2012) used SOM to describe influences dictating O3 variability at two 99 
SHADOZ stations, Natal, Brazil, and Ascension Island, from 1998 – 2009.  Their four-cluster 100 
results were similar to those found in Diab et al. (2004), and were dominated by the seasonal 101 
influences of biomass burning and convection.  Clusters representing a background state, a 102 
polluted state, and a mean state cluster with a plurality of profiles were found at both locations.  103 
The polluted clusters corresponded to the African biomass burning season in the Southern 104 
Hemisphere spring, leading to sharp O3 gradients above the boundary layer and large mid-105 
tropospheric O3 amounts.  The clean clusters contained launches primarily in the convective 106 
season, during which near-surface, low O3 tropical air is lifted into the free troposphere.   107 
Because of such source and synoptic effects that govern O3 profile evolution throughout 108 
the year, clusters of O3 profiles may be a better way to present a site’s O3 profile variability than 109 
monthly or seasonal averages.  Thus, we are motivated to extend these techniques to data from 110 
several long-term mid-latitude ozonesonde sites.  Following the approach of Jensen et al. (2012), 111 
SOM is applied to Contiguous United States (CONUS) tropospheric ozonesonde profiles.  CONUS 112 
represents a somewhat confined, but varied geographic area, with thousands of high quality O3 113 
profiles from decades-long records available.  The extremes of short-term vertical variability of 114 
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O3 in the mid-latitudes are much greater than in the tropics, presenting a new challenge in 115 
interpreting the O3 clustering statistics. 116 
Our goals for this study are to: 1) Cluster tropospheric O3 mixing ratio profiles at four 117 
CONUS sites using SOM.  SOM is also evaluated against the similar k-means clustering algorithm 118 
to determine which method to apply in this paper.  Sensitivity tests comparing the two methods 119 
and supporting the decision to use SOM are presented in the Appendix, as is as a technical 120 
discussion of both methods.  2) Provide meteorological and geophysical interpretations of SOM 121 
clusters and organization. Although chemical processes probably play a role in SOM classification, 122 
a scarcity of co-located trace gas data precludes characterization of chemistry’s added influence.  123 
) Evaluate O3 variability at each site by assessing the representativeness of a monthly O3 profile 124 
climatology, focusing on deviations from the monthly climatology, mid-tropospheric O3, and the 125 
near-tropopause region. 126 
 127 
2. Sonde Measurements and Analysis Techniques 128 
 129 
There are four ozonesonde sites with records of more than 15 years in CONUS:  Boulder, 130 
CO; Huntsville, AL; Trinidad Head, CA; and Wallops Island, VA (Table 1).  Newchurch et al. 131 
(2003) examined these four sites and compiled the first CONUS ozonesonde climatology using 132 
data from April 1995 to March 2002.  Our analysis extends their dataset back in time to include 133 
the beginning of the Boulder and Wallops Island records, and adds a decade of observations 134 
beyond 2002 to each of the four sites.  In this study, variability of O3 is described without the 135 
constraints of monthly averages; rather they are used as context in this case.  This method filters 136 
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background or polluted O3 cases, and variations in tropopause height that are otherwise diluted by 137 
averaging. 138 
The CONUS locations in this study span about 6° of latitude, and each is surrounded by 139 
unique terrain and experiences different regional influences.  Boulder is just downwind of the 140 
Rocky Mountains and part of the Denver metro area.  Huntsville, the southernmost site, is located 141 
in the southeast U.S. and exhibits more subtropical characteristics compared to the other sites 142 
(Newchurch et al., 2003; Tilmes et al., 2012).  Trinidad Head is located on the coast of northern 143 
CA, is influenced by marine air masses from the Pacific, and of the four CONUS sites, is impacted 144 
most frequently by STE (Newchurch et al., 2003).  Wallops Island is located on the Atlantic coast 145 
of the Delmarva Peninsula in southeast VA, often downwind of large emissions sources in the 146 
Ohio River Valley and the Baltimore/Washington D.C. region.  For reference, Tilmes et al. (2012) 147 
combined Huntsville and Wallops Island into an “Eastern U.S.” region, while Boulder and 148 
Trinidad Head each remained isolated and unassigned to a regional grouping of sonde stations.  149 
Much like Tilmes et al. (2012), O3 profile shapes and distributions are used to characterize 150 
ozonesonde sites.  However, instead of developing a new O3 climatology from SOM, the tendency 151 
of an O3 climatology to describe clusters of O3 profiles is evaluated.  This is accomplished through 152 
use of a stricter, monthly O3 climatology as opposed to a seasonal one as in Tilmes et al. (2012). 153 
 154 
2.1. Data 155 
 156 
Ozonesonde data from the four CONUS locations in Table 1 were accessed through either 157 
the World Ozone and Ultraviolet Radiation Data Centre (WOUDC; 158 
ftp://ftp.tor.ec.gc.ca/pub/woudc/; Wallops Island, VA; portions of Boulder, CO) or NOAA Earth 159 
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System Research Laboratory Global Monitoring Division (ESRL GMD; 160 
ftp://ftp.cmdl.noaa.gov/data/ozwv/Ozonesonde/; portions of Boulder, CO; Huntsville, AL; 161 
Trinidad Head, CA).  Ozonesondes are launched approximately weekly with each month of the 162 
year well represented at all sites (Figure 1).  There are occasional increases in frequency for 163 
measurement campaigns, resulting in a total sample size of 4530 profiles.   164 
The ozonesondes in this study use the electrochemical cell (ECC) instrument and 165 
processing technique described in Komhyr (1969).  Typical uncertainties of ozonesonde 166 
measurements range from -7 to +17% in the troposphere, to ±5% in the stratosphere (Komhyr et 167 
al., 1995).  All profiles include measurements of pressure, temperature, and O3 partial pressure.  If 168 
not included with the standard measurements provided for each profile, variables such as O3 169 
mixing ratio, geopotential altitude, and potential temperature are calculated from existing data.  170 
Vertical resolution in the data varies over two of the long-term records.  For example, vertical 171 
resolutions of 250 m are available for Boulder, CO launches from 1979 to 1989.  Vertical 172 
resolutions of approximately 250 – 350 m (derived by recording one data point per minute) are 173 
available for Wallops Island, VA from 1970 to 1995.  The remainder of the data have resolutions 174 
at or better than 100 m.  Accounting for response time of the ozonesonde and the ascent rate of the 175 
balloon, the true vertical resolution of the O3 measurements is approximately 100 – 150 m.  For 176 
uniformity, data from all sondes were interpolated linearly to 100 m. 177 
Ancillary meteorological data were added to assist the geophysical interpretation of the 178 
ozonesonde profile clusters.  HYSPLIT (Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory; 179 
Draxler and Hess, 1997) back trajectories were computed starting at the time and location of each 180 
ozonesonde profile.  The HYSPLIT trajectories were forced with NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay 181 
et al., 1996), which is available globally from 1948 – present with 17 pressure levels and 2.5°x2.5° 182 
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horizontal resolution.  Meteorological variables of temperature, potential vorticity (PV), and 183 
geopotential height were extracted at four levels (850, 700, 500, 250 hPa) from ERA-Interim (Dee 184 
et al., 2011) reanalysis.  Mean sea level pressure (MSLP), total cloud cover, and 2 m temperature 185 
were also analyzed.  ERA-Interim data are available globally from 1979 – present with 37 pressure 186 
levels and a horizontal resolution of ~0.7°x0.7°. 187 
 188 
2.2. Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) 189 
 190 
Presented here is a brief introduction to SOM clustering.  Additional discussion of user-191 
selectable SOM parameters appears in the Appendix.  The Appendix also contains sensitivity tests 192 
and arguments that explain the selection of SOM over k-means for clustering, as well as the choice 193 
of SOM map size. 194 
SOM, developed and described by Kohonen (1995), is an artificial neural network, that is, 195 
a network of “nodes” or “neurons” that learn from and are used to represent an input dataset.  SOM 196 
is often used for data visualization or dimensional reduction of the original dataset (Liu et al., 2006 197 
and references therein).  In the application to CONUS O3 mixing ratio profiles, SOM is employed 198 
primarily as a clustering algorithm. 199 
The SOM algorithm is configured via a user-specified map (network) size and shape that 200 
dictates the number and relationship of the nodes that will represent the data.  The map can be of 201 
any dimension, with 2-D maps (e.g. a 4x4 map of 16 nodes) preferred in recent related 202 
meteorological applications (e.g. Jensen et al., 2012; Nowotarski and Jensen, 2013).  The initial 203 
values of the nodes, analogous to cluster centroids in k-means, can be obtained in a number of 204 
ways.  Here, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) decomposition of the input dataset yields a 205 
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subspace across which the initial nodes are distributed over a rectangular grid.  This linear 206 
initialization approach is taken so as to cover as much of the input dataset variability as possible 207 
in the array of initial nodes.  SOM nodes can also be initialized randomly as in k-means, although 208 
randomly initialized SOM maps converge more slowly and have larger error (Liu et al., 2006).  209 
Linear initialization also guarantees that the same map is consistently produced for a given set of 210 
inputs and is thus preferred here. 211 
Once the SOM nodes are initialized, the SOM algorithm is executed on the input dataset 212 
in either the batch or sequential mode.  These two iterative update modes result in similar SOMs, 213 
and the batch algorithm is much more computationally efficient (Vesanto et al., 2000), so batch is 214 
used in this study.  The SOM algorithm clusters the input data (i.e. O3 profiles) in such a way that 215 
each cluster is most similar to those holding adjacent positions in the map.  This feature is utilized 216 
in the Results and Discussion section.  This study uses code from the Matlab SOM Toolbox 217 
described in Vesanto et al. (2000), available for download from the Helsinki University of 218 
Technology, Finland (http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/).  Further discussion of the SOM 219 
algorithm, comparisons and sensitivity tests with k-means clustering, and optimization of SOM 220 
geometry and topology for the CONUS sondes appear in Appendix A. 221 
 222 
3. Results and Discussion 223 
  224 
 Average monthly O3 mixing ratio profiles (surface – 12 km amsl) at the four CONUS 225 
locations are first presented (Figure 2).  The least seasonal variability throughout the lower to mid-226 
troposphere is observed at Trinidad Head, with O3 mixing ratios generally averaging between 50 227 
and 65 parts per billion by volume (ppbv) from 2 – 6 km throughout the year.  Larger seasonal 228 
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variability in low to mid-troposphere O3 is observed at Huntsville and Wallops Island (50 – 75 229 
ppbv).  Higher summer O3 mixing ratios at the two latter sites reflect intermittent transport of 230 
photochemical pollution from upwind regional sources.  Boulder exhibits less extreme seasonal 231 
variability.  The small yearly range in low to mid-tropospheric O3 at Trinidad Head was first 232 
observed in the shorter (4.5 years) record examined by Newchurch et al. (2003).  Trinidad Head 233 
also exhibits the lowest concentrations of near-surface and boundary layer O3 (<40 ppbv).  234 
Although Trinidad Head is often influenced by clean, marine air masses (Newchurch et al., 2003), 235 
the measurements may also be affected by local launch times that are 1 – 3 solar hours earlier than 236 
those of the other sites’.  The majority of launches occur from 17 – 19 UTC at all locations, 237 
equating to 9 – 11 local standard time at the west coast Trinidad Head site. 238 
The seasonal cycle in tropopause height, seen as sharp O3 increases near 10 – 12 km in 239 
Figure 2, displays a minimum in late winter/spring (MAM), and maximum in the fall (SON).  In 240 
this study, tropopause height is calculated using the thermal lapse rate tropopause as defined by 241 
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO):  the lowest altitude at which the temperature 242 
lapse rate increases to -2 K km-1 or less and persists for a depth of at least 2 km (WMO, 1957). 243 
 244 
3.1. 3x3 SOM Cluster Results 245 
  246 
 In order to avoid the complexity of O3 gradients in the tropical tropopause layer (TTL), 247 
Jensen et al. (2012) ran SOM on profiles to 15 km amsl altitude.  In contrast, we wish to capture 248 
variability in the tropopause altitude; therefore our SOM uses O3 mixing ratio data from the surface 249 
to 12 km amsl.  At our CONUS locations, 12 km altitude is sufficient to include seasonal 250 
tropopause altitude variability in the SOM clusters, and encompasses most or all of the 251 
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troposphere.  This altitude ceiling also prevents stratospheric O3 mixing ratios from dominating 252 
the SOM clusters.  The 3x3 SOM output (nine nodes/clusters) for Wallops Island is shown in 253 
Figure 3.  Clusters of individual profiles (dark blue) corresponding to each SOM node (red) are 254 
plotted along with the entire dataset mean, 20th, and 80th percentile O3 (cyan) for comparison.  255 
SOM nodes are labeled 1 – 9 and will be referred to by number when discussing characteristics of 256 
each O3 profile cluster.  Each SOM node is identical to the mean of its respective cluster.  A major 257 
advantage of SOM over other clustering algorithms is adjacency of like nodes (e.g. 2 and 3, Figure 258 
3), and the separation of contrasting nodes (e.g. 3 and 7).  This allows us to visualize subtle 259 
differences between the neighboring clusters of O3 profiles, and distinguishes unique 260 
characteristics of nodes and groups of nodes through variation of specific features across the SOM 261 
map.  For example, traversing nodes 1, 2, and 3 shows a lowering of the altitude of tropopause O3 262 
gradients; O3 is well above the mean and 80th percentile O3 near 8 – 12 km in these nodes.  263 
Likewise, a distinct rise in the amount of lower tropospheric O3 from nodes 7 to 9 is observed.  264 
Node 7 contains profiles with O3 below the 20th percentile and <50 ppbv through nearly the entire 265 
surface – 12 km profile.  Node 8 contains near average O3 in the low to mid-troposphere, and node 266 
9 exceeds 70 ppbv O3 and remains above the 80th percentile through nearly the entire troposphere. 267 
The percentage and total number of profiles corresponding to each node quantifies the 268 
frequency with which each O3 profile type is observed, and which cluster(s) may be most 269 
representative of a site’s typical O3 profile.  At Wallops Island, the top row of nodes 1 – 3 contains 270 
just 15% of all profiles, whereas the bottom row 7 – 9 contains 60%, and generally avoids 271 
tropopause O3 gradients. 272 
All nine SOM nodes from surface – 12 km O3 mixing ratios for each of the four CONUS 273 
sites appear in Figure 4.  The topological ordering and shapes of the SOM nodes are nearly 274 
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identical.  This similar topological ordering from SOM clustering results from the linear 275 
initialization of SOM nodes.  Differences in nodes 5 and 6 between Huntsville and the other sites 276 
is evident in Figure 4, presumably stemming from Huntsville’s higher average tropopause and the 277 
subtropical-like characteristics noted in Newchurch et al. (2003) and Tilmes et al. (2012).  Much 278 
like the Wallops Island SOM in Figure 3, there is a lowering of the altitude of O3 gradients 279 
indicating the tropopause across nodes 1, 2, and 3.  Nodes 1 – 3 represent 13 – 16% of each site’s 280 
profiles.  The increasing amount of lower tropospheric O3 across nodes 7, 8, and 9, corresponding 281 
to 57 – 61% of profiles, is also prominent.  Node 7 (Figure 4) represents a background state at 282 
every site, with O3 averaging <50 ppbv throughout most of the troposphere, whereas node 9 283 
contains polluted profiles with well above average low to mid-tropospheric O3. 284 
 285 
3.2. Seasonal and Meteorological Influences on SOM Nodes 286 
 287 
Given the dynamic and seasonal influences on O3 profiles in the mid-latitudes, the SOM 288 
nodes at the CONUS ozonesonde locations are expected to yield information about, or correspond 289 
to seasonality, mid-latitude ridge and trough Rossby wave patterns, and O3 regimes and column 290 
O3 amounts. The number of profiles from each month in each SOM node is expressed as a 291 
percentage and is shown in Figure 5.  Many of the clusters contain launches from only a few 292 
months.  However, profiles from several nodes (e.g. 4 – 6) exhibit no distinct seasonality and are 293 
found throughout the year.  The altitude of the tropopause O3 gradient, and the photochemical O3 294 
season both contribute to the node/seasonality relationship.  The lowest tropopause altitudes, 295 
predominantly found in nodes 1, 2, and 3, occur mainly in late winter and spring.  During these 296 
seasons, increased latitudinal temperature gradients and synoptic-scale Rossby wave dynamics 297 
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cause large meanders in the polar jet, with associated lower tropopause altitude.  At every site, 298 
>90% of all profiles in node 3 occurred between January and May.  Conversely, tropopause O3 299 
gradients are generally not found below 10 km in profiles corresponding to the bottom SOM row.  300 
Rather, the low to mid-tropospheric O3 increase across nodes 7 – 9 (~50 to 60 to 70 ppbv in Figure 301 
4) represents a sequence of increasing photochemical O3 pollution.  The majority of profiles in 302 
node 7 occur in fall and winter, whereas >80% of profiles in node 9 occur between May and August 303 
at all sites.  Figures 4 and 5 show that there is reduced tropospheric O3 pollution year round at 304 
Trinidad Head compared to the other stations.  Nearly 30% of node 7 profiles from Trinidad Head 305 
were launched in JJA.  This is a far greater portion of summer launches in node 7 than for any 306 
other site.  Fewer than 5% of launches in node 7 are from JJA at Huntsville and Wallops Island.  307 
Trinidad Head also includes the greatest percentage of its total launches in node 7 (31%) compared 308 
to other sites, and the fewest in the polluted node 9 (8%). 309 
Many of the remaining SOM node clusters are difficult to explain through seasonality and 310 
tropopause height alone, and will require analysis of additional sources of data.  Meteorological 311 
information examined from the radiosondes attached to the corresponding ozonesonde is used to 312 
infer influences on the SOM node O3 clusters.  Radiosonde and ozonesonde data from SOM 313 
clusters are compared against monthly climatological means for each site.  So that all CONUS 314 
locations can be considered together, an anomaly approach is taken. 315 
Our approach to calculate anomalies from monthly climatology is as follows: 1) Calculate 316 
the climatology with 12 monthly means using a site’s entire profile dataset for the variable of 317 
interest, 2) Calculate the variable of interest for every profile in each SOM node and compare to 318 
its corresponding monthly mean climatology (measurement – climatology), and 3) Average the 319 
results of all profiles within each SOM node.  Average anomalies for each node at each site are 320 
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calculated.  The result of applying this technique to the WMO lapse rate tropopause is shown in 321 
Figure 6a.  Nodes 1 – 3 represent an incremental lowering of the tropopause altitude, with the 322 
lowest relative tropopause averaging over 4000 m lower than climatology in node 3 at Trinidad 323 
Head.  Nodes 4 and 5 contain about average or slightly lower than average tropopause heights, 324 
whereas node 6 tropopause heights lie >1000 m below climatology at each site.  Nodes 7 and 8 325 
appear to be related in that they contain similar tropopause height anomalies, with a slight increase 326 
in low to mid-tropospheric O3 from node 7 to 8 as seasonality shifts from mainly fall-winter to 327 
spring-fall.  The polluted, summertime node 9 tropopause altitudes are close to climatology, except 328 
at Huntsville, which averages 900 m higher.  Huntsville’s uniqueness is also displayed in node 5, 329 
a consequence of its more subtropical characteristics and distinct O3 profiles and seasonality 330 
(Figures 4 and 5). 331 
Anomalies of 500 hPa geopotential height and temperature (Figure 6b) are similar to the 332 
tropopause height anomalies (Figure 6a).  Nodes 1 – 3 are associated with lower and progressively 333 
colder 500 hPa surfaces, suggesting that these profiles are influenced by Rossby wave troughs 334 
through most of the troposphere.  Notably, Huntsville contains the largest 500 hPa height 335 
anomalies in node 3.  Many of the 500 hPa surfaces in node 3 at Huntsville lie below 5.5 km.  336 
These are some of the lowest 500 hPa heights in the entire CONUS ozonesonde record.  However, 337 
node 3 O3 profiles represent only 2% of Huntsville’s dataset.  As in Figure 6a, nodes 4, 5, and 9 338 
lie close to climatological mean 500 hPa heights.  The large-scale ridge pattern implied by the 339 
positive 500 hPa heights in node 7 is an indication of subtropical influence, and as a result, lower 340 
O3 amounts.  The 500 hPa heights and temperatures in node 6 are well below average and in line 341 
with its low tropopause height.  With the evidence presented thus far, node 6 seems to be a 342 
miscellaneous cluster with highly variable O3 profiles and unclear seasonality.  However, node 6 343 
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contains <5% of data at each site.  This cluster appears to be equivalent to the wastebin taxon in 344 
biology (e.g. Friedman et al., 2011). 345 
 346 
3.3. Column O3 Anomalies from Monthly Climatology 347 
 348 
 Using the same anomaly approach as in Figures 6a and 6b, integrated tropospheric column 349 
O3 anomalies, calculated from the surface to the tropopause, for each SOM node (Figure 6c) are 350 
presented in Dobson Units (DU; 2.69 x 1016 molec. cm-2).  The tropopause is defined using the 351 
same WMO lapse rate definition.  Tropospheric column O3 anomalies for nodes 1 – 3 display no 352 
pattern, unlike the meteorological anomalies in Figures 6a and 6b.  There is no clear relationship 353 
between the low tropopause/500 hPa heights and tropospheric column amount.  Average 354 
tropospheric column O3 anomalies generally lie within a few DU or ±10% of the climatology for 355 
most sites in nodes 1 – 3.  However, distinct patterns in tropospheric O3 amount are observed for 356 
nodes 7 – 9.  The tropospheric O3 increase from Figure 4 is prominent in tropospheric column 357 
anomalies in Figure 6c across node 7 (-4 to -8 DU; -10 to -20%), node 8 (+2 DU; +5%), and node 358 
9 (+5 to +9 DU; +17 to +25%).  Nodes 4 and 5 (Figure 6c) display near-climatological values, 359 
with tropospheric O3 anomalies averaging ±2 DU (±5%).  Stratospheric O3 intrusions may 360 
contribute to the node 6 profiles, given the +4 – 10 DU (+10 – 25%) anomalies occurring in 361 
conjunction with low tropopause heights.  Node 6 also contains the largest O3 DU km-1 values in 362 
the troposphere at all sites. 363 
Total column O3 is calculated from each sonde to investigate the synoptic meteorological 364 
influences on the integrated profile.  Total column O3 from the ozonesondes is derived by first 365 
integrating the O3 profile from surface to balloon burst or 10 hPa, whichever is higher in pressure 366 
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(lower in altitude).  The 10 hPa cut off has been shown to reduce errors in the total column O3 367 
calculation resulting from increasing measurement uncertainties in the mid-stratosphere (e.g. 368 
Stauffer et al., 2014).  The McPeters and Labow (2012) above-balloon burst O3 column 369 
climatology is then added to the ozonesonde column O3 amount, yielding a total column O3 370 
amount.  The McPeters and Labow (2012) O3 climatology is based on a combination of 371 
ozonesonde and Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) climatology.  Profiles that did not reach 372 
30 hPa were discarded. 373 
The resulting total column O3 anomalies in Figure 6d reflect the tropopause height 374 
anomalies in Figure 6a.  Nodes 1 – 3 contain increasing total column O3 corresponding to the 375 
lowering tropopause, yielding a deeper stratosphere.  Node 3 profile columns frequently exceed 376 
400 DU, representing a ~55 – 75 DU (~15 – 25%) increase in total column O3 over climatology.  377 
An increase of about 20 – 30 DU (10%) above average O3 appears in the highly variable O3 profiles 378 
in node 6.  Nodes 4, 5, 8, and 9 contain near-average total column O3 within ±5% of climatology.  379 
Node 7 is the only cluster with notably low total column O3, 20 – 35 DU below the climatological 380 
average. 381 
 382 
3.4. Meteorological Interpretations 383 
 384 
The meteorological and seasonal influences on nodes 1 – 3 (winter/spring, low tropopause 385 
O3 profiles) and 7 (fall/winter, high tropopause/500 hPa heights, subtropical influence), are 386 
obvious.  However, ancillary data are required to interpret the remaining SOM nodes.  A contoured 387 
heat map of HYSPLIT back trajectories ending at 4 km provides a summary of source regions for 388 
all SOM nodes and sites (Figure 7).  The 4 km altitude was chosen because this altitude is typically 389 
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located in the free troposphere, well above effects from boundary layer processes, yet low enough 390 
to avoid the largely zonal winds at higher altitude that result from thermal wind balance.  Distinct 391 
cyclonic curvature in the trajectories is evident in nodes 2, 3, and 6 in Figure 7, confirming that 392 
large-scale troughs (e.g. 500 hPa heights, Figure 6b) are the driving force behind the profiles in 393 
those clusters.  In node 7 at Huntsville and Wallops Island, anti-cyclonic curvature and a source 394 
region to the southwest illustrate the previously noted subtropical influences; node 4 contains 395 
similar trajectories.  Trajectories from other nodes are mostly zonal. 396 
 Meteorological variables from ERA-Interim reanalysis were analyzed to further explore 397 
the origins of nodes 4 – 6, 8, and 9.  Each node is evaluated individually using meteorological 398 
anomalies calculated with the same methodology used for Figure 6.  We note that the beginning 399 
of the Wallops Island record is not covered by the ERA-Interim dataset (1979 – present), but this 400 
fact is not expected to influence the following results as a large sample size remains.  While some 401 
of the variables examined could simply be extracted from the sonde data, it is more useful to 402 
examine 3-D meteorological fields to aid geophysical interpretation of the remaining nodes. 403 
Node 4 exhibits negative PV anomalies at 250 hPa (Figure 8), indicating reduced 404 
stratospheric influence at upper levels.  The anomalies, on the order of -0.3 to -1.0 potential 405 
vorticity units (PVU), are observed at all sites.  Positive anomalies of MSLP and geopotential 406 
height at 850 and 700 hPa at all sites (see Supplementary Figures S1 and S2), and the southwesterly 407 
trajectory tendency at Huntsville and Wallops Island (Figure 7), support the hypothesis that node 408 
4 profiles are indeed influenced by subtropical air, leading to slightly below-average tropospheric 409 
O3 amounts.  Quantitative values of the meteorological anomalies (Figure 6a-b), however, make it 410 
apparent that the degree to which subtropical air affects node 4 profiles is much less than for node 411 
7. 412 
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Node 5 profiles exhibit slightly above average total and tropospheric column O3, and 413 
slightly below average tropopause and 500 hPa geopotential heights (Figure 6).  ERA-Interim 250 414 
hPa geopotential height anomalies (Figure 9) exhibit an upper-level trough influence on these 415 
profiles with negative anomalies (except Huntsville) of -35 to -90 m.  The disparity between 416 
Huntsville and the other sites is evident in the 250 hPa height anomalies, consistent with the node 417 
5 differences in SOM profile shape in Figure 4 at 10 – 12 km.  The lower 250 hPa heights reflect 418 
a correspondingly lower tropopause height which increases O3 at this level, an effect not as evident 419 
in node 5 Huntsville profiles as at other sites.  The remainder of the ERA-Interim pressure level 420 
and surface data are void of anomalies in node 5; only altitudes near the tropopause show 421 
appreciable meteorological influence on the O3 profiles. 422 
Node 6 profiles are hypothesized to be influenced by STE, given the low 500 hPa and 423 
tropopause heights (Figure 6a-b), well-above average tropospheric column O3 (Figure 6c), and 424 
cyclonic-curving back trajectories (Figure 7).  Positive maxima of 500 hPa PV anomalies (Figure 425 
10; +0.1 to +0.4 PVU) centered near each site indicate stratospheric influence in the mid-levels of 426 
node 6 profiles.  Though as node 6 members represent an assortment of profiles, many contain 427 
layers of high O3 mixing ratios from stratospheric origins in the mid-troposphere.   428 
Node 8 profiles contain positive tropopause and 500 hPa height anomalies similar to node 429 
7 profiles (Figure 6), but contain near-average tropospheric column O3 amounts.  The 500 hPa 430 
geopotential height anomalies derived from ERA-Interim are shown in Figure 11.  The 500 hPa 431 
geopotential height anomalies derived from ERA-Interim (see Figure 11) differ only slightly from 432 
those derived from sonde data.  A clear trough-ridge structure is visible in the average 500 hPa 433 
geopotential height anomalies of node 8 throughout all CONUS sites.  Node 8 profiles have 434 
positive geopotential height and temperature anomalies through all four (850, 700, 500, 250 hPa) 435 
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extracted pressure levels.  This is also true for node 7 profiles.  In terms of meteorological 436 
anomalies, node 8 is nearly identical to node 7.  Thus, the dichotomy in seasonality (Figure 5) of 437 
node 7 and 8 is likely the major driver behind the O3 profile differences in these two clusters. 438 
Node 9 profiles have fewer defining meteorological characteristics.  The most distinct 439 
features are observed in the ERA-Interim temperature anomalies, especially at 2 m (Figure 12).  440 
All sites but Trinidad Head are anomalously warm (+0.7 to +1.5 °C) near the surface in the largely 441 
summertime node 9 profiles.  Trinidad Head, which is rarely polluted near the surface and contains 442 
relatively few profiles in node 9, averages 1 °C cooler than climatology at 2 m.  This temperature 443 
behavior holds true through most of the troposphere, with Boulder, Huntsville, and Wallops Island 444 
being warmer than normal at 2 m, 850, 700, and 500 hPa, and Trinidad Head being cooler than 445 
normal at these levels.  Additionally, Trinidad Head exhibits positive PV anomalies at 500 hPa in 446 
node 9 profiles.  Processes leading to enhanced tropospheric O3 amounts at Trinidad Head, such 447 
as STE and transport of pollution across the Pacific Ocean, are different from the other three sites.  448 
Other than anomalous temperatures at all sites and PV in the mid-levels at Trinidad Head, there is 449 
a lack of significant dynamic meteorological forcing in node 9.  Therefore, node 9 is hypothesized 450 
to result from transported pollution during the high sun angle summer months, facilitating 451 
photochemical production in the troposphere and the resulting O3 profiles. 452 
 453 
3.5. O3 Profile Anomalies from Monthly Climatology 454 
 455 
 SOM clusters show characteristics based on meteorological measurements and reanalysis, 456 
seasonality, and O3 column amounts.  The next step is to evaluate how closely the monthly O3 457 
climatology describes the vertical O3 profiles in the SOM node clusters. The average difference 458 
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between profiles from each node and their respective monthly O3 mixing ratio climatology is 459 
calculated.  Results for all nodes at each site are presented in terms of O3 mixing ratio anomalies 460 
in ppbv (Figure 13).  Not surprisingly, given their low tropopause heights, nodes 1, 2, and 3 exceed 461 
monthly climatological O3 by over 100 ppbv, and in many cases more than double the 462 
climatological O3 from 8 to 12 km.  Extreme O3 increases above climatology of over +75 ppbv 463 
also appear at all sites in node 6.  Ozone anomalies in node 6 retreat above 10 km at Boulder and 464 
Huntsville, accounting for the complex O3 profile shapes and stratospheric intrusion layers in that 465 
cluster.  Nodes 4 and 5 differ by only a few ppbv from climatology, typically within ±3 ppbv in 466 
the low to mid-troposphere.  The largest deviations from climatological O3 in nodes 4 and 5 occur 467 
above 10 km, coincident with the PV and geopotential height anomalies evident in Figures 8 and 468 
9.  Even discounting variations in the tropopause region, climatological O3 averages may fail to 469 
describe a large percentage of the O3 profiles at the CONUS sites.  At 6 km at all sites, node 7 470 
profiles on average fall more than 6 ppbv below monthly climatology, in conjunction with 471 
tropospheric column O3 amounts that are 10 – 20% below normal (Figure 6c).  Conversely, node 472 
9 profiles lie well above climatology, exceeding it by over +7 ppbv at all sites, and up to +10 ppbv 473 
at Wallops Island and Trinidad Head.  Nodes 7 and 9 correspond to 36 – 39% of all profiles at 474 
each of the ozonesonde sites.  Clearly, monthly O3 climatologies do not adequately describe the 475 
variability of CONUS O3 observations, either in terms of profile shape, or column O3 amount.  Use 476 
of nine SOM clusters has more accurately captured the distribution of these O3 profile data sets 477 
than monthly averages, particularly near the highly variable tropopause altitude. 478 
Based on findings from Figures 6a, 6c, and 6d, one expects a relationship between the 479 
tropopause height and tropospheric column O3.  Figure 14 shows how that relationship may change 480 
given the O3 anomalies observed in Figures 6c and 13.  Figure 14 presents a scatterplot and least-481 
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squares fits of tropopause height and tropospheric column O3.  Except for node 7 profiles, each 482 
SOM node results in a similar correlation, or contains few enough profiles so as to not affect the 483 
overall dataset correlation.  In fact, excluding node 7 profiles greatly increases the total dataset 484 
correlation coefficient between tropopause height and tropospheric column O3 at all sites (Boulder, 485 
r = 0.59 to 0.73; Huntsville, r = 0.57 to 0.69; Trinidad Head, r = 0.44 to 0.65; Wallops Island, r = 486 
0.53 to 0.71).  The low tropospheric O3 amount (lowest average of all nodes) and high tropopause 487 
heights found in node 7 represent a separate regime (red line in Figure 14) signaled by a 488 
displacement in the relationship between the two variables compared to the rest of the dataset.  489 
SOM node 7 profiles contain the lowest O3 DU km-1 value of all nodes in the troposphere.  The 490 
typical tropopause height/tropospheric column O3 relationship observed in 70 – 80% of CONUS 491 
profiles is adjusted when fall and winter profiles contain positive tropopause and 500 hPa height 492 
anomalies. 493 
A summarizing table (Table 2) is provided to outline the meteorological and O3 494 
characteristics of the SOM nodes at each site. 495 
 496 
4. Conclusions 497 
 498 
The application of SOM to 4530 CONUS O3 profiles led to clustering that is primarily 499 
based on two main factors: 1) The altitude of the tropopause O3 gradient, and 2) The amount of O3 500 
in the low to mid-troposphere.  Though profiles in some SOM clusters were mostly confined to a 501 
few months in the year, several exhibited no distinct seasonality, indicating more than just 502 
temporal effects on O3 profile variability over CONUS.  The top row of nodes 1 – 3 (13 – 16% of 503 
CONUS profiles) at each site represented an incremental lowering of the tropopause O3 gradient.  504 
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The nodes were associated with synoptic-scale troughs, and contained double the climatological 505 
O3 amount from 8 – 12 km.  Thus, capturing the variability in tropopause height is vital for 506 
reproducing the significant day-to-day changes in O3 profile shape at these CONUS sites.   507 
Challenges in characterizing CONUS O3 variability go beyond knowledge of the 508 
tropopause height.  Nodes 7 and 9 displayed the largest deviations from climatological O3 in the 509 
low to mid-troposphere.  Ozone in nodes 7 and 9 was generally beyond ±6 ppbv from 6 km 510 
climatological O3, but up to +10 ppbv (+25% tropospheric column O3) in node 9 at Trinidad Head 511 
and Wallops Island.  Inclusion of node 7 profiles, which represent a different regime in the 512 
tropopause height/tropospheric column O3 relationship, greatly reduced correlation coefficients 513 
between tropopause height and tropospheric column O3 for the entire dataset.  Nodes 7 and 9 514 
contained nearly 40% of CONUS O3 profiles.  Understanding the large-scale conditions outlined 515 
here that lead to clean tropospheric O3 profiles of subtropicalrigins (node 7), and summertime 516 
tropospheric pollution events (node 9) is key to better design of chemical models and satellite 517 
algorithms. 518 
Although SOM nodes are  explained by large-scale meteorological conditions, we will 519 
exploreSOM connections for locations and periods with more chemical measurements. 520 
The finding that simple time means are inadequate for describing the complexity of 521 
individual O3 profiles is particularly true near the tropopause at the CONUS sites addressed here.  522 
The diversity of CONUS O3 profile shapes is more appropriately expressed using nine SOM 523 
clusters than by using 12 monthly averages.  In the mid-latitudes, O3 profile evolution is highly 524 
dependent upon trough and ridge systems associated with large-scale Rossby waves, pollution 525 
transport, and the influence of subtropical air, all of which cause appreciable changes over short 526 
time scales.  SOM graphically depicts the contributions to this variability in the tropospheric O3 527 
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profile.  SOM provides exceptional insights into the seasonality, or lack thereof, of observed 528 
profile shapes and the frequency of extreme, dynamic-induced changes at the tropopause level 529 
observed in SOM nodes 1 – 3 in this paper.  SOM also distinguishes O3 profiles with very low and 530 
high (nodes 7 and 9) tropospheric O3 amounts, useful for quantifying typical baseline and polluted 531 
O3 levels. 532 
 533 
Appendix A 534 
 535 
 This Appendix provides explanations of the k-means clustering algorithm and details of 536 
the SOM clustering user-selectable settings.  Sensitivity tests on the user-selectable SOM settings 537 
are then compared to the output with k-means, using both randomly-generated and real ozonesonde 538 
O3 mixing ratio profiles.  Results from these tests are used to justify our choice of clustering 539 
algorithm ultimately used in this study, the 3x3 SOM map with nine nodes/clusters. 540 
 541 
k-means 542 
 543 
 The k-means algorithm partitions an input dataset into a user-defined number (k) of 544 
clusters.  Cluster centroids are initialized through random selection of k vectors from the input 545 
dataset.  Each remaining input vector is then assigned to the closest (in Euclidean distance) 546 
centroid.  Finally, the centroid of each cluster is updated: 547 
 548 
𝒎𝒎𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡 + 1) = 1𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗∈𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖                (A1) 549 
 550 
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where m is the ith cluster centroid, x is the jth data vector belonging to the ith cluster, n is the 551 
number of data vectors belonging to the ith cluster, and t is the iteration.  The new centroid is thus 552 
the average of the previous centroid’s assigned input vectors.  All of the data vectors are then 553 
reassigned to clusters based on these new centroids.  This process is repeated until there are no 554 
new vector assignments — the algorithm has converged, with the input data separated into k 555 
exclusive clusters.  Defining the centroids as the mean of the corresponding data vectors guarantees 556 
that the average Euclidean distance between a cluster’s centroid and its member vectors is 557 
minimized. 558 
 559 
The Batch SOM Algorithm 560 
  561 
 In the batch SOM algorithm, each vector in the dataset is grouped with its closest (in 562 
Euclidean distance) initial SOM node, called the best matching unit (BMU).  The batch SOM 563 
equation is then applied to the dataset and can be repeated thousands of times (each repeat is called 564 
an epoch) if necessary to converge to a final map.  The batch equation is as follows: 565 
 566 
𝒎𝒎𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡 + 1) = ∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗(𝑡𝑡)𝒙𝒙�𝑗𝑗𝑀𝑀𝑗𝑗=1 ∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗(𝑡𝑡)𝑀𝑀𝑗𝑗=1�             (A2) 567 
 568 
where m is the ith of M total nodes, n is the number of vectors for which node j is the BMU, 𝒙𝒙� is 569 
the mean of the vectors for which node j is the BMU, h is the value of the neighborhood function 570 
(dependent on factors discussed below), and t is the epoch.  This equation is repeatedly calculated 571 
for the user-defined number of epochs.  Essentially, each mi node is updated with the mean of its 572 
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member vectors 𝒙𝒙�𝑗𝑗 when i = j, and 𝒙𝒙�𝑗𝑗 multiplied by the neighborhood function, a value from 0 to 573 
1, when i ≠ j. 574 
 575 
The SOM Neighborhood Function 576 
 577 
The neighborhood function distinguishes the batch trained SOM from the k-means 578 
algorithm.  This function allows updating node mi to learn from nearby nodes’ member vectors in 579 
addition to its own.  Typically in SOM, the neighborhood function value decreases gradually with 580 
increasing distance between nodes i and j.  This causes node mi to learn less from neighboring 581 
nodes’ member vectors than its own, but more than is the case with k-means where such inter-582 
cluster learning does not occur at all.  The addition of inter-cluster learning leads to a topographical 583 
ordering of SOM nodes that is absent in k-means clusters.  However, in equation (A2), if the 584 
neighborhood function is 1 only when i = j, and 0 otherwise, the SOM learning becomes identical 585 
to k-means.  In that limiting case, each node mi is updated only with its own member vectors, there 586 
is no neighborhood node learning, and the nodes are independent of each other. 587 
The neighborhood function depends on the Euclidean distance between the updating node 588 
mi, the current node iteration j, and the user-defined neighborhood radius.  The distance between 589 
nodes is 0 when i = j, ranging to √32 in a 4x4 map, for example.  The neighborhood radius is 590 
reduced linearly with epoch so the neighborhood function value decays, diminishing the 591 
neighborhood learning and allowing the map solution to converge.  We explore the effects of four 592 
neighborhood functions, each available as an option in the Matlab SOM Toolbox (Vesanto et al., 593 
2000; Liu et al., 2006), as follows: 594 
 595 
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ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗(𝑡𝑡) =  
⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎧exp �− 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2
2𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡
2�                                                     Gaussianexp �− 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2
2𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡
2� 𝐹𝐹�𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡
2 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗
2 �                           Cut Gauss
𝐹𝐹�𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡
2 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗
2 �                                                      Bubble
�
1− 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2
𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡
2 � 𝐹𝐹�𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡
2 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗
2 �                     Epanechnikov (Ep)
                                (A3) 596 
 597 
Here, r is the neighborhood radius at epoch t, d is the distance between nodes i and j, and F(x) is a 598 
step function with a value of 1 if x ˃ 0, and 0 otherwise.  The basic geometry of these functions is 599 
found in Vesanto et al. (2000).  The Gaussian function decays to a non-zero value as distance 600 
between nodes increases.  The Cut Gauss, Bubble, and Ep functions are zero once the node distance 601 
d is greater than the neighborhood radius r. 602 
 603 
SOM Neighborhood Functions Test 604 
  605 
 The user’s choice of map size/cluster number and SOM neighborhood function can have 606 
significant impacts on the amount of data assigned to each cluster and the quality of fit between a 607 
node/centroid and its member data.  A sensitivity analysis is conducted to determine user-chosen 608 
parameter settings that produce the most effective O3 profile clusters from SOM or k-means.  609 
Neighborhood functions will be evaluated first, followed by map size/cluster number. 610 
To compare the performance of k-means and the four SOM neighborhood functions, each 611 
algorithm was applied to an identical, random, 1000 point, 2-D dataset using a 3x3 SOM map and, 612 
equivalently, k = 9 clusters (Figure A1).  For this test, the SOM neighborhood radius decreased 613 
linearly from 3 to 1 over 100 epochs.  The k-means algorithm was repeated to convergence and 614 
was initialized identically to the SOMs (via PCA) to avoid the stochastic outcomes that typically 615 
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result from random initialization (a random k-means initialization will be considered in other 616 
tests).  Figure A1 represents how neighborhood functions organize and cluster a randomly 617 
generated set of 2-D data.  Given the use of neighborhood learning, the nodes in SOM depend 618 
upon others’ member vectors, in contrast with the independent and arbitrarily organized clusters 619 
in k-means.  Consistent ordering of SOM nodes, regardless of neighborhood function, is displayed 620 
by the SOM node number labels in Figure A1. 621 
Clustering often seeks to maximize the distance between centroids/nodes to better 622 
distinguish signals in the dataset.  The Ep function SOM nodes (Figure A1; top left, large color 623 
dots) converge most similarly to the k-means algorithm (black diamonds) because of the Ep 624 
neighborhood functions’ sharp decrease with increasing distance between nodes; each node is less 625 
dependent on non-member vectors than other functions.  This yields the greatest distances among 626 
nodes among the neighborhood functions.  Gaussian, the slowest decaying function with node 627 
distance, yields nodes that cluster close together near the overall dataset mean, greatly contrasting 628 
the independent and farthest separated k-means centroids.  The varied clustering resulting from 629 
use of different neighborhood functions also causes disparity in performance as measured by error 630 
metrics, as explained in the next section. 631 
 632 
Error Metrics 633 
  634 
There are two standard measures of SOM error:  Quantization Error (QE) and 635 
Topographical Error (TE).  Figure A2 shows QE, the average Euclidean distance between a 636 
node/centroid and its respective member vectors, for both 3x3 SOM and k-means (both random 637 
and PCA-initialized are included).  SOM and k-means are performed on the combined CONUS 638 
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sites’ O3 mixing ratio profile datasets.  The altitude range covers surface – 12 km amsl as 639 
throughout the paper.   640 
The four-site average QE value (small values are desired) is shown as a function of epoch 641 
in Figure A2.  To remain consistent with SOM settings used in the body of the paper, QE values 642 
up to 1000 epochs are presented (note that k-means converges to its solution long before 1000 643 
iterations).  Given the distribution of nodes for each neighborhood function in Figure A1, the 644 
results are not surprising.  The Ep function mimics both k-means runs, which by definition 645 
minimize the QE metric for clusters.  Because the Gaussian function clusters tend toward the 646 
overall mean, the fits between its nodes and member data are the worst of the six options shown 647 
in Figure A2.  The Bubble and Cut Gauss functions fall between these two extremes. 648 
TE provides a measure of how well the SOM map fits the data manifold.  TE is the fraction 649 
of input data vectors whose BMU is not adjacent to its second closest node (Figure A3; same SOM 650 
settings as Figure A2), with smaller percentages generally indicating better organization.  This 651 
metric quantifies a major advantage of SOM over k-means.  The organization of clusters by SOM 652 
provides superior data visualization (Figures 3 and 4).  Because k-means clusters are randomly 653 
ordered and unorganized, TE is not relevant to them.  In Figure A3, the Gaussian neighborhood 654 
function yields the lowest TE, indicating adjacent nodes are most alike with that function.  TE is 655 
highest for the Ep function, which may be a result of its more independent, and thus more unique, 656 
nodes.  Still, the TE metric varies by only a few percent between neighborhood functions, and the 657 
errors show well-ordered maps in any case.  Given the small variation in TE between neighborhood 658 
functions, and the improved QE and uniqueness performance of Ep compared to other 659 
neighborhood functions, we choose the Ep function to further compare SOM against k-means. 660 
 661 
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Cluster Number/SOM Map Size 662 
  663 
The final sensitivity test evaluates randomly- and PCA-initialized k-means, and SOM using 664 
the Ep neighborhood function.  A balance is sought between the number of profiles assigned to 665 
each cluster, and the total number of clusters.  The choice of number of clusters must be enough 666 
to capture the variability in the dataset, and each cluster must contain enough cases to sufficiently 667 
describe geophysical meaning for each cluster.  The percentage of profiles in both the most and 668 
least populous clusters for each case is chosen to provide a measure of this balance.  For each 669 
ozonesonde location, varying numbers of clusters and SOM nodes are analyzed to evaluate cluster 670 
membership (Table A1).  The SOMs were run to 1000 epochs with the same settings as prior SOM 671 
tests.  Small k and SOM map sizes result in highly populated clusters.  Several of the SOM and k-672 
means clusters contain over half the data in the 2x2 SOM and k = 4 k-means solutions.  At all 673 
CONUS sites, the two most populated clusters in the 2x2 SOM/k = 4 solutions contain ~80% of 674 
all profiles, making characterization and interpretation of those clusters difficult.  This statement 675 
is supported by closer inspection of differences between profile membership in the 2x2 and 3x3 676 
SOM options (Table S1).  The CONUS O3 profile 2x2 SOM nodes are combinations of specific 677 
3x3 SOM nodes, masking the unique meteorological conditions characteristic of many 678 
(particularly nodes 4, 5, 6, and 8) 3x3 SOM nodes found in the body of this paper. 679 
As the map size and cluster number increases, membership of the least populous SOM and 680 
k-means clusters drops precipitously.  The k-means centroids appear to be affected by outlier 681 
profiles, yielding several one-member clusters when k = 16.  Presumably, this results from a lack 682 
of neighborhood learning.  Even when k = 9, the least populous k-means cluster contains 1% or 683 
less of O3 profiles in several cases.  Considering the excessively large cluster membership in the 684 
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2x2 SOM/k = 4 k-means, and the lack of profiles associated with nodes and centroids in the 4x4 685 
SOM/k = 16 or 9 k-means, the 3x3 SOM with the Ep neighborhood function appears to be optimum 686 
for examining O3 profile clustering at each site. 687 
688 
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Table 1:  CONUS ozonesonde sites used in this study. Latitude and longitude, altitude amsl, record 814 
length and number of profiles used are shown.  Note that the Wallops Island site was moved 815 
slightly (from 4 m elevation) to its current location listed in the table in October 1982. 816 
 817 
Location Lat/Lon(°) Altitude (m) Length of Record # of Profiles 
Boulder, CO 40.0/-105.3 1734 1979-2013 1376 
Huntsville, AL 34.7/-86.6 196 1999-2012 686 
Trinidad Head, CA 40.8/-124.2 20 1997-2012 868 
Wallops Island, VA 37.9/-75.5 13 1970-2013 1600 
 818 
 819 
820 
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Table 2:  Summaries of SOM node seasonal, meteorological, and O3 characteristics.  Because all 821 
sites displayed similar characteristics organized by SOM node, all sites are summarized together.  822 
Averages and the range of values from the four sites are presented for tropopause height (m), 823 
tropospheric column O3 (DU), and 6 km O3 mixing ratio anomaly (ppbv). 824 
Node Percentage 
of O3 
Profiles 
Seasonality Tropopause 
Height Anomaly 
(m) 
Tropospheric 
Column O3 
Anomaly (DU) 
6 km O3 
Anomaly (ppbv) 
1: 4 – 8% Winter-
Spring 
-1170 (-1500, -
710) 
-0.6 (-3.3, 1.1) 1.1 (-0.8, 2.2) 
2: 4 – 6% Winter-
Spring 
-1900 (-2140, -
1740) 
0.5 (-2.1, 5.1) 7.3 (3.8, 13.2) 
3: 2 – 4% Winter-
Spring 
-3290 (-4150, -
2720) 
-3.5 (-7.7, -0.1) 11.9 (6.0, 19.5) 
4: 13 – 14% Most/All 
Months 
30 (-290, 310) -1.5 (-3.3, -0.3) -2.2 (-3.0, -0.9) 
5: 8 – 13% All Months -500 (-960, 160) 1.8 (0.8, 2.7) -0.2 (-3.8, 3.2) 
6: 3 – 5% Varies by 
Site 
-1380 (-1670, -
1020) 
6.4 (3.1, 9.8) 10.5 (3.6, 16.2) 
7: 22 – 31% Fall-Winter 770 (600, 880) -6.2 (-8.5, -3.7) -7.2 (-8.3, -6.6) 
8: 18 – 22% Spring-Fall 800 (670, 1030) 1.5 (0.5, 1.9) -0.5 (-2.2, 0.5) 
9: 8 – 17% Summer 240 (-150, 910) 7.8 (5.2, 9.5) 8.8 (7.3, 11.0) 
825 
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 826 
Figure 1: Histogram of number of launches contained in each month for every site.827 
41 
 
 828 
Figure 2: Monthly averaged O3 mixing ratio profiles for each site from the surface to 12 km 829 
amsl.830 
42 
 
 831 
Figure 3: 3x3 SOM output for Wallops Island, VA.  SOM nodes are shown in red, with the 832 
corresponding individual O3 mixing ratio profiles in dark blue.  For reference, the overall site 833 
average O3 mixing ratio profile, and 20th and 80th percentile O3 are shown in cyan. 834 
835 
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 836 
Figure 4: The 3x3 SOM nodes for each of the four CONUS sites shown as O3 mixing ratio 837 
profiles.  SOM nodes are labeled from 1 to 9 with the percentage of each site’s profiles 838 
corresponding to each node shown in the legend. 839 
840 
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 841 
Figure 5: Seasonality of SOM nodes 1 – 9 shown as the relative frequency of month within each 842 
SOM node.  Each of the nine histograms totals 100% at every site. 843 
844 
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 845 
Figure 6: a: Average tropopause height anomaly (in meters) from monthly climatology for each 846 
SOM node 1 – 9. b: Average 500 hPa geopotential height anomaly (meters, bars, left axis) and 847 
500 hPa temperature anomaly (°C, dots, right axis) from monthly climatology for each SOM 848 
node 1 – 9.  c:  Average tropospheric column O3 anomaly amount (DU, bars, left axis) and 849 
percentage (%, dots, right axis) from monthly climatology for each SOM node 1 – 9.  d: Average 850 
total column O3 anomaly amount (DU, bars, left axis) and percentage (%, dots, right axis) from 851 
monthly climatology for each SOM node 1 – 9.  Methodology for calculating anomalies is given 852 
in Section 3.2. 853 
854 
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 855 
Figure 7: Contoured heat map of HYSPLIT back trajectories terminating at 4000 m at time and 856 
location of every O3 profile.  Data are contoured based on fraction of trajectories passing through 857 
1°x1° grid boxes.  Contours are drawn every 0.02 from 0.10 to 0.40. 858 
859 
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 860 
Figure 8: Contoured map of average ERA-Interim 250 hPa PV (PVU) anomalies from monthly 861 
climatology for node 4 at each site.  Data are contoured every 0.1 PVU from -1 to 1 PVU.  Blue 862 
colors represent negative anomalies and red colors represent positive anomalies.  The green dot 863 
represents the site location. 864 
865 
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 866 
Figure 9: Contoured map of average ERA-Interim 250 hPa geopotential height (m) anomalies 867 
from monthly climatology for node 5 at each site.  Data are contoured every 10 m from -90 to 90 868 
m.  Blue colors represent negative anomalies and red colors represent positive anomalies.  The 869 
green dot represents the site location. 870 
 871 
 872 
873 
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 874 
Figure 10: Contoured map of average ERA-Interim 500 hPa PV (PVU) anomalies from monthly 875 
climatology for node 6 at each site.  Data are contoured every 0.05 PVU from -0.4 to 0.4 PVU.  876 
Blue colors represent negative anomalies and red colors represent positive anomalies.  The green 877 
dot represents the site location.878 
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 879 
Figure 11: Contoured map of average ERA-Interim 500 hPa geopotential height (m) anomalies 880 
from monthly climatology for node 8 at each site.  Data are contoured every 5 m from -40 to 40 881 
m.  Blue colors represent negative anomalies and red colors represent positive anomalies.  The 882 
green dot represents the site location. 883 
884 
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 885 
 886 
Figure 12: Contoured map of average ERA-Interim 2 m temperature (°C) anomalies from 887 
monthly climatology for node 9 at each site.  Data are contoured every 0.25 °C from -2 to 2 °C.  888 
Blue colors represent negative anomalies and red colors represent positive anomalies.  The green 889 
dot represents the site location. 890 
891 
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 892 
Figure 13: Average O3 mixing ratio anomaly (ppbv) from monthly climatology with altitude for 893 
each 1 – 9 SOM node.  For this figure, each O3 mixing ratio profile was compared with its 894 
corresponding monthly averaged O3 profile.  A mean anomaly was then calculated for each node 895 
and is shown.  For reference, values above the average tropopause for each node are shown as 896 
thin lines.  The number of profiles in each node is given in the legend.897 
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 898 
Figure 14: Scatter plots of tropospheric column O3 (DU) and WMO lapse rate tropopause height 899 
(km).  Correlation coefficients and least-squares best fit lines are shown for three cases: 1) All 900 
profiles/SOM nodes (blue), 2) Excluding node 7 (black), and 3) Only node 7 (red).  Individual 901 
launches are shown as black crosses with node 7 launches in red.902 
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Table A1:  Percentages of total profiles corresponding to most and least populous clusters for 903 
given SOM map sizes (k clusters).  Tests were run using SOM with the Epanechnikov 904 
neighborhood function, randomly initialized k-means, and k-means initialized identically to 905 
SOM (via PCA) for 1000 epochs.  Note that k-means converges long before 1000 iterations.  906 
Cells marked 0 (1) indicate the cluster contained only one profile. 907 
 908 
Site Map Size (k) SOM k-means (rand.) k-means (PCA) 
     
  Max% Min% Max% Min% Max% Min% 
Boulder: 2x2 (4) 44.9 6.3 62.7 3.9 62.7 3.9 
 3x3 (9) 21.7 3.2 25.5 2.3 24.6 2.3 
 4x4 (16) 12.7 1.5 13.8 0.1 14.5 0.9 
Huntsville: 2x2 (4) 46.4 3.6 46.6 3.5 46.6 3.5 
 3x3 (9) 21.7 2.0 24.9 1.0 24.5 0.7 
 4x4 (16) 15.2 1.0 15.7 0.3 14.6 0 (1) 
Trinidad  2x2 (4) 52.1 5.8 62.3 4.4 62.3 4.4 
Head: 3x3 (9) 30.8 3.6 31.3 3.1 32.7 3.2 
 4x4 (16) 18.0 2.1 11.6 1.6 17.4 0 (1) 
Wallops  2x2 (4) 43.5 5.8 46.6 4.7 46.6 4.7 
Island: 3x3 (9) 23.4 3.6 25.8 2.0 26.9 1.9 
 4x4 (16) 12.4 1.3 14.1 1.4 15.9 1.1 
 909 
 910 
 911 
912 
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 913 
Figure A1:  Example of 3x3 SOM nodes (numbered large colored dots) and k = 9 clusters (black 914 
diamonds, PCA initialized) of randomly generated data (small colored dots) for four neighborhood 915 
functions.  Data are colored and labeled according to their respective SOM node in each plot.  k-916 
means runs were unchanged and run to convergence. SOM was run for 100 epochs with 917 
neighborhood radii decreasing linearly from 3 to 1 over the 100 epochs. 918 
919 
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 920 
Figure A2: The four-site mean quantization error, defined as the average Euclidean distance 921 
between a node/centroid and its member profiles.  Data are shown for 3x3 SOM/k = 9 clusters, 922 
with increasing epochs.  Four SOM neighborhood functions are tested with SOM initialized k-923 
means, and randomly initialized k-means.  Note that k-means converges before 100 iterations and 924 
is constant thereafter.  Lower error indicates a better fit between a node/centroid and its member 925 
data. 926 
927 
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 928 
Figure A3: The four-site mean topographical error, defined as the fraction of profiles whose second 929 
closest node is not adjacent to its BMU in the map, for 3x3 SOM, k = 9 clusters, with number of 930 
epochs for four SOM neighborhood functions.  Data are from the same output as in Figure A2.  931 
Lower percentages typically indicate better-ordered neighboring nodes. 932 
933 
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Table S1: Percentage of 3x3 SOM node profiles that are members of 2x2 SOM node clusters for 934 
each CONUS site.  For example, 86% of the profiles in the Boulder 3x3 SOM node 6 are members 935 
of the 2x2 SOM node 1.  Note that every node 7 profile, regardless of site, is a member of the 2x2 936 
SOM node 3. 937 
Boulder 
Node 
1 (%) 
Node 
2 (%) 
Node 
3 (%) 
Node 
4 (%) 
Node 
5 (%) 
Node 
6 (%) 
Node 
7 (%) 
Node 
8 (%) 
Node 
9 (%) 
2x2 Node 1  98 49 0 0 11 86 0 0 0 
2x2 Node 2  0 51 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2x2 Node 3  0 0 0 36 0 0 100 89 1 
2x2 Node 4  2 0 0 64 89 14 0 11 99 
          
Huntsville          
2x2 Node 1  96 65 0 1 2 5 0 0 0 
2x2 Node 2  0 35 100 0 0 10 0 0 0 
2x2 Node 3  0 0 0 97 2 0 100 60 0 
2x2 Node 4  4 0 0 2 96 86 0 40 100 
          
Trinidad 
Head          
2x2 Node 1  100 59 0 0 16 97 0 0 0 
2x2 Node 2  0 41 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2x2 Node 3  0 0 0 16 0 0 100 85 1 
2x2 Node 4  0 0 0 84 84 3 0 15 99 
          
Wallops 
Island          
2x2 Node 1  94 73 0 0 12 89 0 0 0 
2x2 Node 2  0 27 100 0 0 7 0 0 0 
2x2 Node 3  0 0 0 67 0 0 100 53 0 
2x2 Node 4  6 0 0 33 88 4 0 47 100 
 938 
939 
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 940 
 941 
Figure S1: Contoured map of average ERA-Interim MSLP (hPa) anomalies from monthly 942 
climatology for node 4 at each site.  Data are contoured every 0.25 hPa from -3 to 3 hPa.  Blue 943 
colors represent negative anomalies and red colors represent positive anomalies.  The green dot 944 
represents the site location. 945 
946 
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 947 
Figure S2: Contoured map of average ERA-Interim 850 hPa geopotential height (m) anomalies 948 
from monthly climatology for node 4 at each site.  Data are contoured every 3 m from -15 to 15 949 
m.  Blue colors represent negative anomalies and red colors represent positive anomalies.  The 950 
green dot represents the site location. 951 
 952 
